Novel whole body plethysmography system for the continuous characterization of sleep and breathing in a mouse
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Hernandez AB, Kirkness JP, Smith PL, Schneider H, Polotsky M, Richardson RA, Hernandez WC, Schwartz AR. Novel whole body plethysmography system for the continuous characterization of sleep and breathing in a mouse. J Appl Physiol 112: 671–680, 2012. First published December 1, 2011; doi:10.1152/japplphysiol.00818.2011.—Sleep is associated with marked alterations in ventilatory control that lead to perturbations in respiratory timing, breathing pattern, ventilation, pharyngeal collapsibility, and sleep-related breathing disorders (SRBD). Mouse models offer powerful insight into the pathogenesis of SRBD; however, methods for obtaining the full complement of continuous, high-fidelity respiratory, electroencephalographic (EEG), and electromyographic (EMG) signals in unrestrained mice during sleep and wake have not been developed. We adapted whole body plethysmography to record EEG, EMG, and respiratory signals continuously in unrestrained, unanesthetized mice. Whole body plethysmography tidal volume and airflow signals and a novel noninvasive surrogate for respiratory effort (respiratory movement signal) were validated against simultaneously measured gold standard signals. Compared with the gold standard, we validated 1) tidal volume (correlation, \( R^2 = 0.87 \), \( P < 0.001 \); and agreement within \( \pm 1\% \), \( P < 0.001 \); agreement within \( \pm 4\% \), \( P < 0.001 \); 2) inspiratory airflow (correlation, \( R^2 = 0.92 \), \( P < 0.001 \); and 3) expiratory airflow (correlation, \( R^2 = 0.83 \), \( P < 0.001 \); and 4) respiratory movement signal (correlation, \( R^2 = 0.79–0.84 \), \( P < 0.001 \)). The expiratory airflow signal, however, demonstrated a decrease in amplitude compared with the gold standard. Integrating respiratory and EEG/EMG signals, we fully characterized sleep and breathing patterns in conscious, unrestrained mice and demonstrated inspiratory flow limitation in a New Zealand Obese mouse. Our approach will facilitate studies of SRBD mechanisms, since a wide variety of inbred strains are available, body weight and environment can be easily manipulated, and large numbers of animals can be rapidly characterized. In addition, obese strains susceptible to upper airway obstruction and SRDB have been identified (4, 5, 32, 36). Nevertheless, measures of tidal airflow and respiratory effort have been lacking, limiting the ability to detect upper airway obstruction during sleep. In addition, methods for obtaining the full complement of continuous, high-fidelity tidal volume, tidal airflow, respiratory effort, and EEG/EMG signals in mice have not been developed.

Whole body plethysmography (WBP) has been utilized to record respiration during sleep and wake in unrestrained, freely moving mice (12, 15, 27, 28, 32, 40). This approach provides an indirect measure of tidal volume, which is directly proportional to the cyclic chamber pressure signal produced during respiration in a sealed chamber (9). While the overall accuracy of WBP-derived tidal volume measurement (compared with direct pneumotachography) has been confirmed, several key limitations limit the use of WBP for continuously monitoring respiratory signals during sleep and wakefulness, as follows (2, 6, 9, 33, 45). First, traditional WBP methods provide intermittent high-fidelity tidal volume measurement, but techniques for recording a continuous, accurate tidal volume signal have not been validated in commercial chambers (6, 26, 45). Second, the indirectly measured WBP tidal airflow signal has not been validated. Third, methods for assessing respiratory effort noninvasively have not been developed or validated.

The major purpose of this study was to develop and validate an approach for making continuous high-fidelity respiratory recordings during sleep and wakefulness in mice. Specifically, we addressed the inherent limitations of standard WBP to enable the continuous recording of validated measures of tidal volume, tidal airflow, and respiratory effort surrogate in an unrestrained, unanesthetized mouse. The addition of standard EEG and EMG recording technology allowed us to fully

SLEEP IS ASSOCIATED WITH MARKED ALTERATIONS IN VENTILATORY CONTROL THAT LEAD TO PERTURBATIONS IN BREATHING PATTERNS, FRANK PERIODS OF HYPOVENTILATION, AND UPPER AIRWAY OBSTRUCTION (35, 43). IN SUSCEPTIBLE INDIVIDUALS, THESE CHANGES PRECIPITATE A SPECTRUM OF SLEEP-RELATED BREATHING DISORDERS (SRBD) INCLUDING OBSTRUCTIVE SLEEP APNEA (OSA) AND HYPOVENTILATION SYNDROMES (35, 43). SRBD ARE HIGHLY PREVALENT IN WESTERN SOCIETY AND HAVE BEEN LINKED TO NUMEROUS CLINICAL SEQUELAE, INCLUDING STROKE, HYPERTENSION, DIABETES, AND FRANK RESPIRATORY FAILURE (13, 25, 30, 31, 38, 47). IN HUMANS, THE POLYSOMNOGRAM, WHICH ENCOMPASSES RESPIRATORY (TIDAL VOLUME, AIRFLOW, AND EFFORT) AND ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC (EEG)/ELECTROMYOGRAPHIC (EMG) SIGNALS, IS A PIVOTAL TOOL FOR CHARACTERIZING SRBD AND SLEEP-RELATED RESPIRATORY DISTURBANCES, INCLUDING PERIODIC APNEAS AND HYPOPNEAS AND ALTERATIONS IN GAS EXCHANGE, TIDAL VOLUME, AND AIRFLOW.

ANIMAL MODELS CAN OFFER POWERFUL INSIGHT INTO THE PATHOGENESIS OF SRBD. INVESTIGATORS HAVE DEMONSTRATED RECURRENT CENTRAL AND OBSTRUCTIVE APNEA EPISODES WITH CONTINUOUS RECORDINGS OF AIRFLOW AND RESPIRATORY EFFORT IN SEVERAL LARGE-ANIMAL MODELS (7, 17, 22, 29). NEVERTHLESS, THESE STUDIES HAVE BEEN HINDERED BY DIFFICULTY IN PROCURING, INSTRUMENTING, AND ACCLIMATIZING THE ANIMALS TO POLYSOMNOGRAPHIC RECORDINGS. MICE AND RATS HAVE ALSO BEEN UTILIZED TO CHARACTERIZE VENTILATORY CONTROL AND RESPIRATORY INSTABILITY DURING SLEEP AND WAKEFULNESS BASED ON MEASURES OF TIDAL VOLUME, RESPIRATORY RATE, AND MINUTE VENTILATION (12, 15, 24, 32, 39). MICE ARE IDEALLY SUITED FOR THE STUDY OF SRBD MECHANISMS, SINCE A WIDE VARIETY OF INBRED STRAINS ARE AVAILABLE, BODY WEIGHT AND ENVIRONMENT CAN BE EASILY MANIPULATED, AND LARGE NUMBERS OF ANIMALS CAN BE RAPIDLY CHARACTERIZED. IN ADDITION, OBESO STRAINS SUSCEPTIBLE TO UPPER AIRWAY OBSTRUCTION AND SRDB HAVE BEEN IDENTIFIED (4, 5, 32, 36). NEVERTHLESS, MEASURES OF TIDAL AIRFLOW AND RESPIRATORY EFFORT HAVE BEEN LACKING, LIMITING THE ABILITY TO DETECT UPPER AIRWAY OBSTRUCTION DURING SLEEP. IN ADDITION, METHODS FOR OBTAINING THE FULL COMPLEMENT OF CONTINUOUS, HIGH-FIDELITY TIDAL VOLUME, TIDAL AIRFLOW, RESPIRATORY EFFORT, AND EEG/EMG SIGNALS IN MICE HAVE NOT BEEN DEVELOPED.

WHOLE BODY PLETHYSMOGRAPHY (WBP) HAS BEEN UTILIZED TO RECORD RESPIRATION DURING SLEEP AND WAKE IN UNRESTRAINED, FREELY MOVING MICE (12, 15, 27, 28, 32, 40). THIS APPROACH PROVIDES AN INDIRECT MEASURE OF TIDAL VOLUME, WHICH IS DIRECTLY PROPORTIONAL TO THE CYCLIC CHAMBER PRESSURE SIGNAL PRODUCED DURING RESPIRATION IN A SEALED CHAMBER (9). WHILE THE OVERALL ACCURACY OF WBP-DERIVED TIDAL VOLUME MEASUREMENT (COMPARED WITH DIRECT PNEUMOTACHOGRAPHY) HAS BEEN CONFIRMED, SEVERAL KEY LIMITATIONS LIMIT THE USE OF WBP FOR CONTINUOUSLY MONITORING RESPIRATORY SIGNALS DURING SLEEP AND WAKEFULNESS, AS FOLLOWS (2, 6, 9, 33, 45). FIRST, TRADITIONAL WBP METHODS PROVIDE INTERMITTENT HIGH-FIDELITY TIDAL VOLUME MEASUREMENT, BUT TECHNIQUES FOR RECORDING A CONTINUOUS, ACCURATE TIDAL VOLUME SIGNAL HAVE NOT BEEN VALIDATED IN COMMERCIAL CHAMBERS (6, 26, 45). SECOND, THE INDIRECTLY MEASURED WBP TIDAL AIRFLOW SIGNAL HAS NOT BEEN VALIDATED. THIRD, METHODS FOR ASSESSING RESPIRATORY EFFORT NONINVASIVELY HAVE NOT BEEN DEVELOPED OR VALIDATED.

THE MAJOR PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY WAS TO DEVELOP AND VALIDATE AN APPROACH FOR MAKING CONTINUOUS HIGH-FIDELITY RESPIRATORY RECORDINGS DURING SLEEP AND WAKEFULNESS IN MICE. SPECIFICALLY, WE ADDRESSED THE INHERENT LIMITATIONS OF STANDARD WBP TO ENABLE THE CONTINUOUS RECORDING OF VALIDATED MEASURES OF TIDAL VOLUME, TIDAL AIRFLOW, AND RESPIRATORY EFFORT SURROGATE IN AN UNRESTRAINED, UNANESTHETIZED MOUSE. THE ADDITION OF STANDARD EEG AND EMG RECORDING TECHNOLOGY ALLOWED US TO FULLY
characterize respiratory patterns during sleep and wakefulness and demonstrate the development of dynamic upper airway obstruction [inspiratory flow limitation (IFL)] during sleep in a susceptible, obese murine strain.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals

Eight male C57BL/6J mice, weighing 25–30 g (age 10–12 wk), and one New Zealand Obese (NZO) mouse, weighing 41.3 g (age 12 wk) from Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME) were used in the study. The study was approved by the Johns Hopkins University Animal Care and Use Committee (ACUC). For all surgical procedures, anesthesia was induced using isoflurane (1–2%) administered through a chamber and face mask and maintained using intraperitoneal injection of ketamine (100 mg/kg), xylazine (20 mg/kg), and acepromazine (3 mg/kg), as per ACUC protocol. At the completion of experiments, animals were euthanized with pentobarbital sodium (60 mg ip).

Surgical Procedures

EEG/EMG headmount placement. In an anesthetized mouse, EEG and EMG electrodes were implanted with an EEG/EMG Headmount (no. 8201, Pinnacle Technology, Lawrence, KS). A longitudinal incision was made over the skull, and the underlying fascia was gently cleared from the skull surface. The headmount was secured with glue (Loctite Precision Super Glue) to the skull directly over top of the bregma, and four holes were bored through the skull (at the site of preexisting holes in the headmount base) in the left and right frontal regions and left and right parietal regions. Four silver electrodes 0.1 mm (no. 8209, Pinnacle Technology) anterior and 0.12 mm (no. 8212, Pinnacle Technology) posterior were screwed through the holes and secured with silver conductive epoxy (no. 8331, MG Chemicals) to provide unipolar conductive EEG electrodes. The headmount EMG leads were tunneled subcutaneously and placed over the nuchal muscles posterior to the skull. Fingernail acrylic was used to cover and insulate the electrodes. The incision was sutured, and analgesia was administered per ACUC protocol. Each mouse was observed and allowed 3 days to recover before use in experiments.

Endotracheal intubation. In an anesthetized mouse, an incision was made over the anterior neck, and the trachea was exposed via blunt dissection. Intubation was performed with an 18-gauge angiocatheter (Cathalon, no. 4454). The trachea was tied off with 6.0 nylon suture to prevent air leakage around the catheter.

General Setup, Signal Acquisition, and Processing

WBP tidal volume and airflow signals. The WBP (mouse whole body plethysmograph, Buxco, Wilmington, NC; modified by Emka Technologies to increase the diameter of the top port to allow for passage of EEG/EMG leads) consisted of a sealed animal chamber, a reference chamber, and a platform to support the mouse (Fig. 1). The chamber is equipped with two ports (pneumotachographs) on the upper surface and one large side port and three small side ports at the base, which we utilized to customize our system and optimize its performance (see below). The Drogrbaugh and Fenn equation was used to calculate the WBP tidal volume signal from the WBP chamber pressure signal (9). Application of this formula required the measurement of the following variables during each WBP recording session: mouse rectal temperature, chamber temperature, room temperature and relative humidity, and chamber gas constant, which was calculated by utilizing a known volume injection and the resultant WBP pressure deflection. During full polysomnographic recording sessions (see below), the chamber was humidified to 90% relative humidity, and the mouse was allowed 45 min to acclimate to the chamber before recordings were initiated. All signals were digitized at 1,000 Hz (sampling frequency per channel) and recorded in LabChart 7 Pro (version 7.2).

WBP pressure was recorded with a differential pressure transducer (no. 3613, Emka Technologies, Falls Church, VA). The differential pressure transducer was calibrated with a manometer (no. 840085, Sper Scientific) against known pressures. The transducer was activated by, and output to, an amplifier (no. 7DAF, Grass Technologies, West Warwick, RI). A 0.5-Hz high-pass filter was applied to the signal to remove low-frequency fluctuations around the baseline. A first-order derivative (dV/dt) was applied to the WBP tidal volume signal to yield a WBP tidal airflow signal. The derivative was calculated with a 25-point window, which acted as a low-pass filter and served to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio of the WBP flow signal. Increasing the window width reduced noise, but resulted in attenuation of the high-frequency component (peak) of expiratory flow, while decreasing the window width resulted in increased noise. Optimization of window width was performed by increasing the window width until the WBP flow signal had a satisfactory visual and graphic (R² > 0.8) correlation with the tracheal flow signal.

WBP respiratory movement signal (surrogate for respiratory effort). Air bladders (infant blood pressure cuff, Critikon no. 2128; foreshortened to 7.5 cm × 4.0 cm with adhesive tape) were placed above (sensor bladder) and below (reference bladder) the rigid WBP platform (Fig. 1), such that they were completely isolated from each other. When the mouse lay on the platform, the mechanical displacement of its torso during breathing was transduced by the upper sensor.
bladder (situated between the platform and mouse). We recognized, however, that this sensor bladder was contained within the WBP and would also transduce tidal fluctuations in chamber pressure. Although the tidal fluctuations in reference bladder were identical to those produced in the sensor bladder, it did not record the mouse’s respiratory motion, because it was spatially isolated from the mouse. We, therefore, compared signals from the sensor and reference bladders with a differential pressure transducer, which subtracted the chamber pressure fluctuations in the reference bladder from the composite (chamber and motion pressure fluctuations) in sensor bladder signal. The approach effectively removed the contaminating tidal fluctuations in chamber pressure from the respiratory effort signal in the sensor bladder. The air bladders were injected with 0.5 ml of air and connected (through the lateral base ports in the WBP chamber) to a calibrated differential pressure transducer (no. DP 45-26, Validyne Engineering, Northridge, CA), which output to an amplifier (no. 7DAF, Grass Technologies). A band-pass filter was applied from 0.5 to 10 Hz to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio of the differential pressure signal.

EEG/EMG signals. Headlead wires were connected to a preamplifier, which was attached to a preamplifier analog adapter (nos. 8201, 8202, 8242, Pinnacle Technology) and output to an amplifier (no. 7DAF, Grass Technologies).

Pneumotachographic respiratory signals. The mouse endotracheal tube was connected to a calibrated pneumotachograph (resistance = 0.40 cmH2O-s·ml⁻¹). The pneumotachograph was connected to a differential pressure transducer (no. MP 45-14-871, Validyne Engineering, Northridge, CA), output to an amplifier (no. 7DAF, Grass Technologies). The tracheal flow was integrated to yield a tidal volume signal.

Methodological Background and Approach

Full polysomnography requires the continuous recording of high-fidelity measures of tidal volume, tidal airflow, and respiratory effort, along with EEG and EMG signals. Standard WBP provides for intermittent, rather than continuous, high-fidelity respiratory recordings in a sealed chamber (closed system) (2, 6, 9, 26, 33, 45). To prevent CO₂ from accumulating in a sealed chamber, airflow (bias flow) must be periodically applied to the chamber via inlet and outlet ports (open system), which results in the loss of data and may disrupt sleep. To make continuous recordings in an open system, substantial chamber modifications are required to prevent pressure signal attenuation during animal respiration (2, 6, 45). As previously described, the bias flow inlet and outlet ports must be adjusted so that the time constant of the chamber (to a step change in pressure) is sufficiently long compared with the inspiratory time of the animal to prevent pressure leakage during respiration (6, 8, 18, 44).

Historically, both Pappenheimer (34) and Jacky (18) devised strategies to apply an open system to WBP. The Pappenheimer method relied on high-resistance inlet and outlet ports in series with positive and negative pressure sources. This technique was adapted by Seifert et al. (44), who incorporated a computer feedback system to precisely balance the inflow and outflow to maintain atmospheric pressure within the chamber. The Jacky method was somewhat simpler and utilized a low-resistance inlet attached to a long tube, thus eliminating pressure leakage during respiration (2, 6, 45). As previously described, the bias flow inlet and outlet ports must be adjusted so that the time constant of the chamber (to a step change in pressure) is sufficiently long compared with the inspiratory time of the animal to prevent pressure leakage during respiration (6, 8, 18, 44).

A respiratory effort signal is also required for classifying sleep-disordered breathing events as central or obstructive. To monitor respiratory effort during stationary periods of sleep and quiet wakefulness, we developed a noninvasive, unrestrictive method of detecting respiratory movement in WBP chamber based on transducing the mechanical displacement of the chest and abdomen through an air bladder on which the mouse lay. We recognized, however, that the air bladder could also sense respiratory fluctuations in WBP pressure (barometric contamination), which ranged from 0.01 to 0.03 cmH2O, and could potentially overwhelm the effort signal, which produced pressure fluctuations during tidal breathing of 0.001 to 0.01 cmH2O. We, therefore, devised a method to eliminate barometric contamination. Thus, to obtain a full complement of continuous polysomnographic signals in a mouse, it was necessary to devise an open-system methodology, validate WBP measures of tidal volume and airflow, and develop and validate a novel, noninvasive, unrestrictive surrogate measure of respiratory effort.

Experimental Protocols and Validation Studies

Open system setup. Building on the Seifert method, we applied a bias flow through the chamber. High-resistance elements were interposed at the chamber’s inflow and outflow ports so as to increase the time constant of the chamber to approximately 10 times that of the mouse’s inspiratory time, thereby allowing for continuous, unattenuated signal recordings in an open system (8, 44). The time constant of our open-system WBP chamber before modification was <0.1 s. We modified our WBP chamber to achieve a targeted time constant of 1.5 s (10 times the upper limit of a mouse’s inspiratory time of ~0.15 s). High-resistance elements (needles) were placed at the bias flow inlet (Becton Dickinson, 25 g, 1.5 cm) and outlet (Becton Dickinson, 27 g, 1.0 cm) to achieve this time constant.

We then determined that a bias flow of 150 ml/min was adequate to maintain a level of CO₂ <1% (mean 0.4%, range 0.2–0.9%). This flow was maintained by applying pressurized air and a vacuum source across the inlet and outlet of the chamber, respectively (Fig. 1). Minor fluctuations in inflow and outflow rates, however, led to transient deviations in chamber pressure from atmospheric. To prevent such deviations, air delivery and removal were precisely regulated with mass flow controllers (MC-1SLPM-D/5M, Alicat Scientific, Tucson, AZ; inlet setting: mass flow = 0.152, outlet setting: mass flow = 0.152). The mass flow controllers allowed for the inlet and outlet bias flows to be precisely matched by mass rather than volume, which changes across the high-resistance elements. Minor pressure fluctuations were further minimized by implementing a slow leak through a needle (Becton Dickinson, 25 g, 1.5 cm) connected to another chamber port to allow the chamber pressure to equilibrate with atmospheric pressure. After implementing the high-resistance elements and slow leak, the final time constant of our chamber was 1.6 s in duration. [Please note that the two upper surface ports (pneumotachographs) of the Buxco chamber were fitted with the bias flow outlet and slow leak needles; one of the base side ports was fitted with the bias flow inlet needle.]

To cancel out ambient barometric pressure changes and noise, the WBP animal chamber was referenced to a reference chamber with a similar time constant using a differential pressure transducer (8). Because we increased the time constant of our animal chamber, we also added a high-resistance element in the form of a needle (Becton Dickinson, 27 g, 1.0 cm) to the reference chamber slow leak port to match the time constants of the two chambers. To check the overall resilience of our system to changes in ambient pressure, we created local atmospheric disturbances (e.g., opening and closing the laboratory door) and noted no deflection in the pressure signal.

Open-system validation protocol. To compare our measurements of chamber pressure in the open-system chamber to gold standard closed-system (sealed) chamber measurements, we connected a small-
mammal mechanical ventilator (HSE Mouse Ventilator, type 845) to the WBP to produce a cyclic pressure signal. The WBP pressure signal fluctuations were recorded serially in both the open- and closed-system configurations over ventilator frequencies ranging from 80 to 400 cycles/min, which encompass the upper and lower limits of mouse respiratory rates and inspiratory times (during both normal breathing and hypoxic and hypercapnic challenges) (14, 32, 46). Pressure measurements in the open and closed system were compared to quantify any signal attenuation in the open system. At frequencies of 80–400 cycles/min, we demonstrated a flat frequency response in the open system that remained within 1% of that in the closed system, thus indicating no significant attenuation of the WBP pressure signal in the open system over the full range of potential mouse respiratory rates.

WBP tidal volume and airflow signal validation protocol. We validated WBP measures of tidal volume and airflow in our system against gold standard pneumotachographic measurements of these variables in four mice. The recordings from the pneumotach and WBP were made simultaneously. Each mouse was anesthetized, intubated, and placed on a heating pad to maintain normal body temperature (to preserve the temperature gradient between the mouse and room air and thus maintain the respiratory-related changes in pressure). The endotracheal tube was connected to a calibrated pneumotachograph and differential pressure transducer (no. P23, Validyne Engineering, Northridge, CA). The mouse and pneumotachograph were then placed in the open-system WBP chamber (with bias flow applied). Simultaneous respiratory recordings were obtained from the pneumotachograph and WBP chamber for multiple 15- to 20-s periods, such that WBP and pneumotachographic measure of tidal volume and airflow could be compared on the same breaths. The mouse was taken out of the chamber and placed on the heating pad between recording periods. The mouse rectal temperature was taken before and after each recording period (differential from 0 to 1.0°C), and the average of these two numbers was used for calculating the WBP tidal volume. WBP measurements of calculated tidal volume and derived flow were compared with pneumotachographic measurement flow and tidal volume. The mouse was euthanized after the study.

Respiratory movement signal–barometric contamination cancellation protocol. A sensor air bladder and reference air bladder were placed in an open-system WBP, as described above (Fig. 1). A small-mammal mechanical ventilator was attached to the WBP to simulate a cyclic pressure signal similar to that produced by a breathing mouse. The relative strength of the contaminating signal was checked both with and without a euthanized mouse placed on the sensor bladder to account for the potential impact of differences in the unstressed volume of the balloon on the effort signal. When the pressure transducer was referenced to atmospheric pressure, the mechanical ventilator produced a contaminating signal of ~0.3 cmH₂O. When the differential pressure transducer was reconnected to the reference bladder, the contaminating signal was not detectable, whether or not the euthanized mouse was placed on the sensor cuff.

Respiratory movement signal-validation protocol. We validated our respiratory movement signal against a gold standard pneumotachographic measure of tracheal pressure in three anesthetized mice. Each mouse was intubated and placed on the sensor air bladder (outside of the WBP chamber). The endotracheal tube was connected to a pneumotachograph and calibrated pressure transducer (no. P23, Gould Statham, Bayamon, PR). To obtain a wide range of tracheal pressures, dead space (45-cm tube, volume = 2.8 cm³) were added to the breathing circuit for multiple 10- to 15-s periods in each mouse. As CO₂ accumulated in the breathing circuit, respiratory effort increased, and the differential bladder pressure was compared with the tracheal pressure signal. Mouse position and orientation on the air bladder were also varied with each trial to investigate a possible positional component to performance.

WBP full polysomnographic study protocol. The tidal volume, airflow, respiratory movement, and EEG/EMG signals were acquired simultaneously and recorded continuously in an unrestrained C57BL/6J or NZO mouse in the open WBP system with a bias flow of 150 ml/min. After an equilibration period of 45 min, 2 h of recording were collected from 2 PM to 4 PM. Tidal volume, respiratory rate, and minute ventilation were measured during stable periods of wakefulness, non-rapid eye movement (NREM) and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep.

Data Analysis

Values in the results section are reported as means and SDs. Correlation analysis was used to compare experimental measures (e.g., WBP tidal volume) to gold standard measures (e.g., tracheal tidal volume) in validation protocols. In addition, Bland-Altman analysis was utilized to quantify bias and limits of agreement (LOA). As previously described, a repeated-measures ANOVA was utilized to account for multiple measurements made within a single subject (3). A P value of <0.05 was accepted as the threshold for inferring statistical significance. Ninety-five percent LOA were calculated as ±1.96 × the SD.

RESULTS

WBP Tidal Volume Signal Validation

In Fig. 2, a representative recording of a WBP tidal volume and airflow signal validation trial shows that the indirectly measured WBP tidal volume signal was similar in amplitude and morphology to the simultaneously obtained gold standard tracheal tidal volume signal during the inspiratory limb. The expiratory limb demonstrated a gradual roll-off or shoulder immediately before returning to baseline, consistent with previous reports (11, 19, 37).²

In Fig. 3, a Bland-Altman plot was used to compare WBP tidal volume (for all four mice) to tracheal tidal volume. Tracheal tidal volume was plotted on the X-axis (rather than mean tidal volume) as the gold standard (20). The mean difference of the tidal volume signals (~1.80 µl) represented only 1% of the mean tracheal tidal volume, indicating minimal systematic bias in the WBP signal. The 95% LOA were also narrow (~17.50 µl around the mean difference), which represented ~10% of mean tracheal tidal volume. No skew was apparent in mean tidal volume difference as a function of change in tracheal tidal volume over a wide range of tidal volumes. Bland-Altman analysis of the individual mouse trials (Table 1, top; plots not shown) revealed minimal bias, no skew, and within-mouse LOA of ±10.88 µl (SD 5.55 µl, P < 0.001), which were even more narrow than those for the combined data. The correlation coefficient (R²) between tracheal tidal volume and WBP tidal volume of the combined data was 0.87 (P < 0.001).

WBP Tidal Airflow Signal Validation

Figure 2 shows a recording of the WBP airflow signal adjacent to the simultaneously obtained gold standard tracheal

² While the expiratory limb of our Vt signal shows a gradual roll-off or shoulder before returning to baseline (compared with the gold standard tracheal signal), this shoulder does not confound tidal volume measurements, because tidal volume is calculated as the difference between signal peak and baseline (45). Investigators have previously documented this shoulder in the WBP expiratory waveform, which has been attributed to a reduced rate of cooling of the expiratory airstream (11, 19, 37).
airflow signal. Compared with the tracheal flow signal, the WBP inspiratory flow waveform was similar in amplitude and morphology, while expiratory flow showed an attenuation in signal amplitude but similar morphology.3

In Fig. 4, comparison of the WBP and tracheal flow signals for the five representative breaths illustrated in the recording example in Fig. 2 revealed a high degree of correlation throughout the respiratory cycle between the two ($R^2 = 0.97$ for inspiration, $R^2 = 0.96$ for expiration, $P < 0.001$ for both). Specifically, the WBP and tracheal airflow signals tracked one another along the line of identity throughout inspiration (see bottom left quadrant, Fig. 4). In contrast, while WBP expiratory flow correlated well with tracheal flow, attenuation of the WBP flow signal was evident as tracheal expiratory flow increased (see skew in curve at higher tracheal flow levels, right top quadrant, Fig. 4).

In Table 1, separate Bland-Altman analyses appear for inspiratory and expiratory flow data encompassing four mice (five breaths each). Inspiratory data showed good agreement between WBP inspiratory flow and the gold standard (relative mean difference = 3.7%). Expiratory phase data demonstrated significant attenuation of WBP expiratory flow compared with tracheal flow (relative mean difference = -30.9%). Bland-Altman analyses (plots not shown) of our flow data yielded LOA of $\pm 19.3$ (SD 14.0, $P < 0.001$) for inspiratory flows and $\pm 1.369$ (SD 698.5, $P < 0.001$) for expiratory flows. The correlation coefficients ($R^2$) of the inspiratory and expiratory phases of the combined data were 0.92 ($P < 0.001$) and 0.83 ($P < 0.001$), respectively.

Respiratory Movement Signal Validation

In Fig. 5, representative recordings of noninvasive respiratory movement (air bladder pressure) and gold standard tracheal pressure illustrate the response of these signals to CO2 rebreathing when dead space was added to the breathing circuit of an anesthetized mouse. As shown, the air bladder pressure swings tracked those in the tracheal pressure as effort progressively increased (Fig. 5, top). Expanded views at low (Fig. 5, bottom left) and high (bottom right) demonstrate that excursions in the air bladder pressure paralleled those in the tracheal pressure signal.

---

3 Selective expiratory attenuation resulted from implementing a wide window for differentiating the tidal volume signal, which acted as a low-pass filter, which preferentially dampens the high-frequency component of the expiratory flow waveform. This effect may also be partially due to the roll-off in the expiratory limb of the tidal volume curve discussed above.

Fig. 2. Representative recording of a tidal volume ($V_T$) and airflow validation study recording in a single, anesthetized mouse. WBP $V_T$ was similar in amplitude and waveform morphology to tracheal $V_T$ during the inspiratory limb and demonstrated a gradual roll-off or shoulder before returning to baseline in the expiratory limb. Compared with tracheal airflow, WBP inspiratory flow ($I$) showed a similar amplitude and morphology, while expiratory flow ($E$) demonstrated an attenuation in signal amplitude but similar morphology. Signals (from top to bottom) include WBP pressure, WBP $V_T$, tracheal $V_T$, WBP airflow, and tracheal airflow.

---

Fig. 3. Bland-Altman plot of $V_T$ difference (tracheal $V_T$ - WBP $V_T$) vs. gold standard tracheal $V_T$ in four mice. The $Y$-axis represents the difference between the tracheal and plethysmographic $V_T$ values. The dotted line delineates the mean $V_T$ difference, which is $-1.80$ µl. The limits of agreement lie at 15.7 and $-19.3$ µl (±17.5 µl) (SD 8.9 µl, $P < 0.001$). There was no skew as a function of increasing or decreasing tracheal $V_T$.


To further investigate the correlation between these two signals, we compared peak tidal swings (amplitudes) in air bladder pressure and tracheal pressure in each of three mice for a total of 17 rebreathing trials and 908 breaths. In these mice, mean correlation coefficients ($R^2$) were 0.79 (0.60–0.86), 0.84 (0.76–0.93), and 0.84 (0.81–0.92) (all $P$ values < 0.001), demonstrating a high degree of correlation in the amplitude of the respiratory movement signal and tracheal pressure signal across multiple trials. We did not detect any influence of mouse position or orientation on the air bladder on signal performance, as reflected by the high level of correlation between signals.

To further characterize the performance characteristics of the air bladder respiratory movement signal, we correlated within-breath excursions of the air bladder pressure signal and gold standard tracheal pressure signal over five breaths in each mouse during the rebreathing trials. Correlation coefficients ($R^2$) in the three mice were 0.96, 0.86, and 0.93 (all $P$ values < 0.001), indicating that the air bladder-transduced respiratory effort signal correlated closely with tracheal pressure over the full waveform of each breath.

**Table 1. Tidal volume and flow validation study data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mouse</th>
<th>No. of Breaths</th>
<th>Mean $V_T$, $\mu$l</th>
<th>Mean Difference, $\mu$l</th>
<th>SD, $\mu$l</th>
<th>Mean Difference 95% CI</th>
<th>Relative Mean Difference, %</th>
<th>CV, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>193.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>$-1.2$–$1.2$</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>180.4</td>
<td>$-6.2$</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>$-5.9$–$-6.5$</td>
<td>$-3.5$</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>163.8</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>$-7.1$–$-8.8$</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>195.9</td>
<td>$-8.6$</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>$-9.5$–$-7.7$</td>
<td>$-4.4$</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>564</td>
<td>182.6</td>
<td>$-1.8$</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>$-2.5$–$-1.1$</td>
<td>$-1.0$</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To further investigate the correlation between these two signals, we compared peak tidal swings (amplitudes) in air bladder pressure and tracheal pressure in each of three mice for a total of 17 rebreathing trials and 908 breaths. In these mice, mean correlation coefficients ($R^2$) were 0.79 (0.60–0.86), 0.84 (0.76–0.93), and 0.84 (0.81–0.92) (all $P$ values < 0.001), demonstrating a high degree of correlation in the amplitude of the respiratory movement signal and tracheal pressure signal across multiple trials. We did not detect any influence of mouse position or orientation on the air bladder on signal performance, as reflected by the high level of correlation between signals.

To further characterize the performance characteristics of the air bladder respiratory movement signal, we correlated within-breath excursions of the air bladder pressure signal and gold standard tracheal pressure signal over five breaths in each mouse during the rebreathing trials. Correlation coefficients ($R^2$) in the three mice were 0.96, 0.86, and 0.93 (all $P$ values < 0.001), indicating that the air bladder-transduced respiratory effort signal correlated closely with tracheal pressure over the full waveform of each breath.

**Full Polysomnographic Recordings**

Figure 6 shows recording segments from a 2-h full polysomnographic study from one mouse. Quiet wakefulness was characterized by a respiratory pattern that was regular in amplitude and timing. Mean tidal volume, respiratory rate, and minute ventilation were 240 $\mu$l (range = 220–255 $\mu$l), 217 breaths/min, and 52.1 ml/min, respectively. NREM sleep demonstrated a regular respiratory pattern with a mean tidal volume, respiratory rate, and minute ventilation of 217 $\mu$l (range = 198–230 $\mu$l), 211 breaths/min, and 45.8 ml/min, respectively. REM sleep was characterized by an irregular breathing pattern with highly variable tidal volumes. Mean tidal volume, respiratory rate, and minute ventilation were 125 $\mu$l (range = 66–196 $\mu$l), 289 breaths/min, and 36.1 ml/min, respectively. REM sleep demonstrated a period of decreasing tidal volumes with simultaneously increasing respiratory movement, which may indicate an increase in airway resistance during that period.

During a 2-h full polysomnographic study in a single NZO mouse, we identified several sleep-related disturbances in airflow (see representative examples seen in Fig. 7). Figure 7A shows a period of progressive decreases in inspiratory airflow. In the first several breaths, a somewhat rounded inspiratory flow contour gave way to broader plateaus in early inspiration on subsequent breaths. Inspiratory
airflow plateaued at a maximal level (maximal inspiratory airflow), despite increasing inspiratory respiratory movement (see asterisks), suggesting the presence of IFL. These breaths also exhibited other characteristics of IFL, including reductions in maximal inspiratory airflow, increased respiratory movement swings, increased inspiratory time, and negative effort dependence. In contrast, flow and effort signal fluctuations ceased during a 1.4-s central apnea (see Fig. 7B).

DISCUSSION

We have fully developed a system for obtaining high-fidelity, continuous respiratory recordings in an undisturbed mouse during
Sleep and wake and used this system to demonstrate IFL in an NZO mouse. Implementation of this system required novel application of open-system methodology to a commercial chamber, validation of respiratory signals, development and validation of a noninvasive surrogate respiratory effort signal, and signal integration into full polysomnographic pilot recordings.

Open-system Application

A high-fidelity, open-system WBP chamber is integral for monitoring respiration during continuous sleep-wake recordings; however, all previous methodologies have employed custom-designed chambers. Novel modifications to the Seifert system allowed us to maintain atmospheric pressure within the chamber and obviated the need for implementing a separate computer-feedback system to control chamber pressure. Our open system demonstrated a flat frequency response to a cyclic pressure signal applied over a wide frequency range, spanning the upper and lower limits of mouse respiratory rate and inspiratory time (see MATERIALS AND METHODS, Open-system validation protocol). We were thus able to make continuous, accurate respiratory signal measurements in a commercial WBP chamber with off-the-shelf components.

WBP Tidal Volume and Airflow Validation

Accurate measurement of tidal volume and airflow are crucial for characterizing respiratory patterns during sleep and wakefulness. In contrast to past WBP tidal volume validation studies, we utilized a commercially available WBP chamber. The LOA of our Bland-Altman tidal volume plot are approximately 10% (of mean tracheal tidal volume) for our combined data and approximately 6% for individual mice, indicating that our technique is able to reliably detect tidal volume changes of 10% between mice and 6% within an individual mouse. In prior studies, investigators have documented 20–50% changes in tidal volume across a range of sleep-wake states, weight, and murine strains (12, 15, 32). The accuracy of the plethysmographic airflow signal has never been previously validated. We demonstrated a WBP flow signal that shows excellent correlation and good agreement with the gold standard during the inspiratory phase and excellent correlation but amplitude attenuation during the expiratory phase. Thus our system offers adequate power to detect relatively small changes in tidal volume and accurately describes the inspiratory airflow contour and amplitude.

Respiratory Movement Signal Validation

A respiratory effort signal is integral in characterizing disturbances in tidal airflow and detecting airflow obstruction. In large mammals, noninvasive effort monitoring has been accomplished with piezoelectric vests and belts and impedance plethysmography, which are ill suited for rodents due to size constraints and intolerance to wearing jackets and bands (10, 17, 22, 29). In anesthetized and immobilized rats, use of invasive pressure manometry and subcutaneously tunneled EMG leads has been reported (1, 23, 41); however, these approaches add substantial cost and burden and are not well validated in unrestrained, undisturbed mice. To address these concerns, we utilized a novel dual air bladder system for noninvasively sensing respiratory movement as a surrogate for respiratory effort. Changes in bladder pressure demonstrated a high correlation with tracheal pressure swings during CO2 rebreathing experiments. In addition, the air bladder signal demonstrated a high intrabreath correlation with the gold standard tracheal pressure, thus offering a reliable surrogate for respiratory effort and the ability to detect effort responses to respiratory loads.

Mouse Polysomnography and IFL

Using this system, we detected sleep-related changes in ventilatory patterns (Fig. 6) and disturbances in respiratory airflow (Fig. 7). Of note, airflow and respiratory movement signals were crucial in detecting IFL, which is characterized by
increasing respiratory effort during a plateau in inspiratory airflow, in an obese mouse strain previously considered susceptible to upper airway obstruction (4, 5). These flow-limited breaths were characterized by a decrease in inspiratory flow, an increase in inspiratory time, an increase in respiratory movement, and negative effort dependence, all of which are consistent with the development of dynamic upper airway obstruction (42). Previous studies have suggested that the most likely site of extrathoracic obstruction in the mouse is the pharynx (4, 5, 21, 36). IFL in a sleeping mouse is a novel, potentially intriguing finding and suggests that this strain might serve as a mouse model of OSA. While central apneas have been reported in both mice and rats, a rodent model of OSA has never been reported (15, 24, 40, 41).

Limitations

Several limitations should be considered in interpreting and applying our findings. First, as mentioned above, while our system was tuned to transduce the inspiratory flow signal accurately, significant amplitude attenuation of the expiratory flow signal was observed. Nevertheless, greater accuracy of the expiratory flow signal could be implemented by incorporating a correction factor, increasing the signal-to-noise ratio for the underlying chamber pressure, or signal averaging the expiratory signal over multiple breaths. Second, we acknowledge that our noninvasive respiratory movement signal provides a relative measure of respiratory effort, the amplitude of which varies with mouse position on the air bladder. As such, signal changes can be compared during stationary periods (i.e., sleep or quiet wakefulness), but cannot be compared across periods in which the mouse has shifted position. In addition, movement artifacts contaminate both the respiratory effort signal and the WBP tidal volume signal, precluding any meaningful measurements during active wakefulness. Third, full polysomnography usually includes oxyhemoglobin saturation monitoring, which we have not yet incorporated into WBP systems such as ours. Fourth, while this system was developed solely to studying mice, it can be used for rat plethysmography with some modifications. A larger commercial chamber is necessary, and this chamber must be fitted with the proper needle resistances to achieve an adequate time constant and bias flow, as described in MATERIALS AND METHODS.

Implications and Conclusions

In summary, we have developed an easily replicable system for continuously recording a full complement of polysomnographic signals in unanesthetized, unrestrained mice. This testing platform will facilitate studies examining the interrelationships between sleep-wake state and respiratory control in several ways. First, continuous recordings can be acquired to characterize inherent biological variability in respiratory patterns across sleep-wake states and elucidate the interplay between sleep-related respiratory disturbances and sleep architecture. Second, a noninvasive surrogate for respiratory effort will enhance our ability to characterize sleep-disordered breathing episodes as either central or obstructive, and allows us to detect IFL. Third, our open system can be used to quantify effects of gas challenges (e.g., hypoxia, hypercapnia, asphyxia) and environmental exposures (e.g., diet-induced obesity) on sleep and breathing patterns. Fourth, inbred murine strains, which exhibit alterations in lung mechanics and/or ventilatory control, can be studied to implicate underlying genetic susceptibility to sleep-disordered breathing and respiratory insufficiency. We report a novel IFL phenotype in one such strain, the NZO mouse. These investigative strategies will enhance our ability to build murine models of SRBD and respiratory failure.
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